SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR REGULY AND BREITKREUTZ ET AL.
1. Comparison to other curated datasets
The MIPS database is a significant repository of literature-derived S. cerevisiae
interactions that has been assiduously curated since its inception [37]. To validate our
curation approach, we analyzed the overlap between the 30,978 non-HTP interactions
in the February 1, 2005 version of the LC dataset and the existing set of 4,468 non-HTP
interactions in the April 27, 2004 release of the MIPS database (see
http://mips.gsf.de/genre/proj/yeast/). The 929 shared publications (11 publications
present in MIPS were missing from the LC dataset) contained a total of 5,711 reported
interactions, of which only 2,116, or ~40%, were found in both datasets. The LC dataset
contained 1,965 interactions that were not documented in MIPS, whereas 1,630
interactions were documented in MIPS but not the LC dataset (Supplementary Figure
1A). The reason for this discrepancy was investigated in detail. 487 interactions
reported by MIPS were missed in the LC curation effort, while 481 of the MIPS-specific
interactions were not supported by sufficient evidence to warrant inclusion in the LC
dataset (e.g., interactions reported as data not shown or cited to reviews). An additional
111 interactions were over-represented in MIPS because of matrix or partial matrix
representations (in contrast to the minimal spoke representation used for the LC
dataset). Finally, electronic text was not available for 376 of the interactions reported by
MIPS and 175 interactions were from 11 papers in MIPS that were not traceable
because identifiers did not link to any known publication.
By extrapolation from this comparison to MIPS, we estimate that the LC dataset
might lack 17% of bona fide interactions supported by all literature (863 (=487 +376) of
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4,944 (=5,711-481-111-175), due to both incomplete curation and incomplete
publication coverage. This value is likely to be an overestimate since the number of
older publications for which e-text is unavailable is undoubtedly less than the
corresponding proportion of interactions in the MIPS dataset. Thus, for shared available
electronic publications with MIPS, the false negative rate in the LC dataset was 10%
(487 of 4743 (=5711-481-376-111)), whereas the corresponding rate for MIPS was 44%
(1965 of 4743).
We carried out a similar analysis for literature curated S. cerevisiae interactions
extracted from the BIND database [41]. As of April 1, 2005 we were able to manually
extract 263 curated non-HTP papers from BIND (see http://bind.ca/), corresponding to a
total of 2,258 interactions from both LC and BIND datasets. For this set of 263
publications, 982 interactions were shared and the LC dataset contained 1,059
interactions not found in BIND, while BIND contained 98 interactions not found in LC-PI
(Supplementary Figure 1B). Additional missing interactions in the LC dataset included
51 interactions from 4 papers present in BIND but not in the LC dataset, 18 interactions
for which e-text was unavailable, and 50 interactions which were not supported by
sufficient evidence to warrant inclusion in the LC dataset. Thus, in this comparison of
263 shared publications, the LC dataset had a false negative rate of 5% (98 of 2,139),
whereas the corresponding rate for BIND was 50% (1,059 of 2,139).
A third major repository for protein interactions is the DIP database [40]. As of
July 31, 2005, DIP contained 1,267 curated non-HTP papers (see http://dip.doembi.ucla.edu) corresponding to a total of 7,546 interactions from both LC and DIP
datasets. For this set of 1,267 publications, 3,455 interactions were shared between
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both dataset, while the LC dataset contained 2,494 interactions not found in DIP and
lacked 886 interactions not that were in DIP (Supplementary Figure 1C). Additional
missing interactions in the LC dataset included 193 interactions for which e-text was
unavailable and 518 interactions which were not supported by sufficient evidence to
warrant inclusion in the LC dataset. Thus, in this comparison of shared publications, the
LC dataset had a false negative error rate of 20% (886 of 6,845), whereas the
corresponding rate for DIP was 36% (2,494 of 6,845). All told, the curation
discrepancies between different databases highlights the inherent difficulties in manual
curation of the primary literature and emphasizes the need for parallel curation efforts.
To address the issue of interaction reliability as supported by contextual
information, we carefully re-curated a specific set of LC-PI interactions that were
nucleated by a high confidence dataset derived from the overlap of HTP studies and
MIPS, called the Filtered Yeast Interactome (FYI), which contains 2,493 interactions
between 1,231 nodes [54]. A common set of 1,201 nodes retrieves 4,111 interactions
from the LC-PI dataset, a subset we termed the LC-FYI dataset. Of the interactions in
LC-FYI, 1,724 were validated by more than one publication or experimental method and
were considered reliable. For the remaining 2,387 singly validated interactions, each
publication was read in detail to assess data quality and supporting contextual
information. Of this set, 1,769 were supported by well-controlled experiments and
strong contextual evidence; 433 were classified as less reliable, mainly because they
derived from publications that reported HTP-like datasets; and 22 could not be
assessed because electronic text could not be re-accessed. 163 interactions were
outright errors: 79 were curator reading errors; 61 were curator typographical errors; 23
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were supported by weak indirect evidence that should not have been admitted (Figure
1D). This careful re-curation thus revealed an error rate of 4.0 % (163 of 4,111), making
the reasonable assumption that all multiply validated interactions are correct.
Finally, we also compared the LC dataset to a facile automated method for data
extraction. The pre-BIND database uses literature co-occurrence of gene names in
abstracts and other qualifiers to predict publications that may contain interaction data
[98]. When compared to manual curation, this basic text mining approach has
expectedly high error rates. Thus, only 8% of the predicted interactions correctly
corresponded to the publication source, while 33% of predicted interactions correspond
to an interaction in the LC dataset (i.e., an overlap that maps to a different publication)
and 67% of the predicted interactions are not actually documented in the literature (data
not shown). The high error rates of automated methods is not surprising given that
many interactions are described only in figure legends and tables. This comparison
underscores the need for author-directed deposition of interaction data in conjunction
with publication.
2. Details of functional predictions
Affinity precipitation, synthetic lethality, and yeast 2-hybrid data were obtained by
merging data from the BioGRID and BIND databases [41,43,53]. Microarray datasets
were collected from the Stanford Microarray Database (http://genomewww5.stanford.edu/). Our collection includes 11 different studies, totaling 30 distinct
biological conditions [99-108]. Pearson correlation coefficients for each gene-pair were
computed on each set of biological conditions separately and converted to standard
normal z-scores. For example, for gene pair i-j in condition set k,
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zij k =

ρ ij k − ρ k
σρ
k

where

ρ ij k is the Pearson correlation coefficient computed over the kth set of conditions,

ρ k is the average correlation over all pairs for those conditions, and σ ρ is the standard
k

deviation over all pairs for those conditions. The final combined score for each gene
pair was then computed by summing the z-scores for all sets of conditions.

Constructing precision-recall curves. Precision and recall for each genomic data
type were calculated as follows:
true positives (TP): gene pairs associated by data and annotated as
positives in GO standard
false positives (FP): gene pairs associated by data and annotated as
negatives in GO standard

Precision =

Recall=

TP
TP + FP

TP
total # of GO standard positive pairs

For interaction data (e.g. curated literature pairs, synthetic lethality), precision and recall
are computed at a single point by counting the number of true positives (TP) and false
positives (FP) in the protein pairs associated by the data. For continuous-valued data
(e.g. microarray correlation), the precision and recall calculations above are computed
for a range of thresholds. Each threshold yields one point on the precision-recall curve
by considering protein pairs whose correlation exceeds the threshold value as positive
predictions and other pairs as negative.

F-score analysis. We used F-score analysis on the precision-recall results to analyze
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the functional diversity in prediction performance for the different data types as
compared to our literature curation. An F-score is used to obtain a combined measure
of precision-recall performance and can be computed at any point along a precisionrecall curve as follows:

F - score =

(β

+ 1)* Precision * Recall
β * Precision + Recall
2

2

β can be adjusted to change the relative importance of precision and recall (we use β =
1 for all calculations here). We computed the maximum F-score achieved for each of
the 146 GO terms we tested. Functional diversity was measured by varying an F-score
threshold and counting the number of GO terms for which the predictive performance of
each data type exceeded that threshold.
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